Conducting a Successful
Competitive Analysis
A Complete Guide for Content Marketers
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As a provider of competitive social analytics, social and content marketers often
ask us questions about conducting a competitive analysis. What is a competitive
analysis? How do I perform one? Where do I find what I need for a content audit?
What do I do with my findings?
We built this guide with those questions in mind. After you’ve read it, you’ll be able
to build meaningful benchmarks and improve your marketing performance.

What Is Competitive Analysis (and why do you need it)?
Similar to a content audit, a competitive analysis — when performed by content marketers — is a
deep dive into the marketing performance of the top brands within your competitive landscape. It
involves a search for the content produced by competitors, a look into how their content performs,
and actionable next steps to improve marketing efforts.
All too often, marketers assume that general marketing best practices can be effectively applied
to their own efforts. However, this approach is risky.
True marketing best practices vary by industry, company size, geographic location, and more.
An effective competitive analysis must be based on brands within your competitive landscape.

How Often Should You Conduct A Competitive Analysis?
Frequency depends on your competitive landscape. The more content you and your competitors
create and promote, the more often you should conduct a competitive analysis.
Remember, marketing best practices change frequently. When it comes to social media, what
worked a year ago might see diminished returns tomorrow.
At the very least, you should conduct a competitive analysis once a quarter. Ideally, dig into your
competitive landscape weekly so you can stay on top of trends.
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STEP 1 Build A Competitive Landscape
You probably already have a good idea who your major competitors are, so start there. Revisit
your competitive landscape regularly since new brands pop up frequently. This simple and free
exercise can keep you up to speed on your competition.
If you want help identifying competitors, follow the steps below.

1

Select a “featured company,” probably you or your client.
Let’s assume we are building a landscape for Email Marketing companies and your focus
company is MailChimp.

2

Search for your selected company in Google.

The tool here is a Google Search feature you may have seen, but not used in a systematic
way. Look for related websites based on what other people have searched when they
tried to find your focus company.
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Many companies will have a “View 10+ more” link created by Google. Click it and you’ll
reveal the following view:

As a side note, use Google Search as a proxy for brand awareness. The results in Google should
show us companies ordered by search volume and other ranking factors. That means the top
results here are likely the biggest players in your competitive landscape.

4

You’re not done yet — there are still competitors out there. To expand your search, click on
the first company’s link. In this case, the first company listed is Constant Contact. Once you
do so, you will see other related companies. You can repeat this step as often as you want.
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It’s time to organize your competitors. This search method can leave you with a list of 20 to
30 potential competitors, making it important to filter down to your true top competitors.
If you’re using Rival IQ, you can easily add each competitor to one of your competitive
landscapes and add tags as you see fit. If you don’t have Rival IQ, this process can be done
manually in a spreadsheet.

Now you have a fairly comprehensive list of competitors, filtered and organized in a way that
makes sense to you. The next step is conducting research to see exactly what kind of content your
competitors have created and shared.

STEP 2: Conduct Competitive Communication Audit
Once you have a list of your competitors, you can conduct a competitive communication audit.
A competitive communication audit shows how your own messaging compares to that of your
competitors. This will set the foundation for your priorities and the overall messaging framework
that you build for your brand.
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Using Rival IQ can greatly speed up the competitive communication audit process. Instead of
visiting multiple websites to get the data you need, you simply need to visit the Company Profile
section and select one of the companies. You will then receive detailed content of their positioning
and messaging across each social channel as well as their website.

The fastest way to complete the bulk of the competitive communication audit is by exporting Rival
IQ’s CSV positioning report. This can also be completed manually by visiting each competitor’s
social profiles using a spreadsheet.
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After researching each website title, meta description, and social bio, visit the company’s website
and find their tagline. Then visit the “About Us” or “Company” section and copy the paragraph that
best defines the company. Click here to download the template.

STEP 3: Take Inventory Of The Content Your Competitors
Have Published
Now that you have a solid understanding of how you and your competitors position themselves,
it’s time to investigate the content your competitors publish. This includes looking for and
understanding how the competition is using content.
There are many types of content, so we’re going to focus on the ones that are easiest to analyze.
Some content types, like email and physical mailers, are difficult to fully research, and gauging
success is even harder. For this whitepaper, the most relevant types of content are:
		1. Blog
		2. Website
		3. Social
		4. Videos
		

5. Meta Descriptions

You can discover this content the old fashioned way: by combing through website and social
media accounts and evaluating all of the content. Fortunately, tools like Rival IQ and Content
Insights can automate the process and do more of the work for you.
When viewing your competitor’s content, take the following into account:
What content formats are most prevalent on their site?
Is their content informational or salesy?
What themes or concepts tie all their content together, if any?
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STEP 4: Gauge The Success Of Your Competitors’ Content
You know what your competition’s content looks like, now it’s time to see how it performed in
social results, keyword rankings, and backlinks.
Let’s take another look at your competitors’ content alongside their most visible success
indicators:

1. Blog: backlinks, social shares and keyword rankings.
2. Website: backlinks, social shares and keyword rankings.
3. Social: engagement rankings.
4. Videos: engagement ranking and social shares. If hosted on a web page,
backlinks and keyword rankings.
5. Meta Descriptions: keyword rankings.

Metrics To Look At And Tools You Can Use
Social Shares And Engagement
We start with social because that’s where the most publicly available data is for competitors.
Social shares are a signal of content strength. The more shares a piece of content has, the better
it has resonated with the target audience. You can also better understand how to best benchmark
your own performance.
Tools like Rival IQ offer a detailed breakdown of not just how often a piece of content has been
shared, but how successful your competition’s social presence is overall.

Search
You can use Rival IQ or another tool like SEMRush to see your competition’s organic ranking for
various keywords.
More importantly, this data tells you which search terms your competition doesn’t rank for,
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showing what may be missing from their content strategy and where you could potentially
swoop in for the win.
If you’ve already set up a landscape in Rival IQ, you’ll find all this information in the SEO dashboard.
Under Detailed Metrics, you can find overall organic keyword count by week for you and your
competitors.

Moving to the ‘My Keywords’ dashboard, you’ll find your brand’s top keywords by traffic, recent
ranking changes, and a ranked keyword summary. The Landscape Keywords dashboard features
three valuable charts: keywords in common, top keywords by company, and top keywords where
you don’t rank.
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Backlinks
Another indicator of your content’s success is backlinks. Inbound links are highly coveted both as
traffic drivers and a way to boost organic search rankings.
Under Rival IQ’s SEO Detailed Metrics dashboard, you can see how many backlinks you and your
competitors have overall and a week b
 yw
 eek analysis via Moz and SEMrush.
For more details, you can either find specific links or search and sort your competitor’s entire
site with the Open Site Explorer tool by Moz or Ahrefs. To search and organize backlinks to your
competitor’s full domain, enter their domain into Open Site Explorer or Ahrefs and set your target
to “domain.”

Export the results for your desired time frame and insert a pivot table using the resulting data. Set
your row as “Target URL” and your value as “Count of Target URLs.” The result will be a table that
shows you which of your competitiors’ web pages have performed the best.
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From this pivot table, it’s clear that MailChimp’s homepage gets the bulk of their backlinks. This is
true for nearly every page on the internet. However, you can see that their blog post about remote
usability testing on mobile devices is one of the most linked to pages over the past month.

STEP 5: Apply What Works, Cut What Doesn’t
By now, you have a solid understanding of your competitors, the kind of content they’re
producing, and how well it’s performing . Next comes the fun part: incorporating your results
into your own marketing strategy.
First, examine low performing content for your brand across your competitive landscape. If it isn’t
working for you or your competitors, even with variations, you’ll see more benefit from cutting
that type of content.
Next, take the content that isn’t performing well for your brand, but does perform well for other
brands. You know that this type of content can lead to results since it has for your competitors.
Spend some time figuring out what they’re doing that you might be missing.
Finally, gather the top examples of content that your competitors are creating and promoting with
positive results but are missing in your marketing strategy. Work to incorporate similar content
and promotion tactics into your own marketing efforts.

Conclusion
After following the above steps, you will be wellinformed about the kind of content your competition
is creating, and whether of not it is hitting the mark with your target audience.
With that knowledge, ask yourself:
What kind of content (articles, video, etc.) gets the most links and social shares with your
target audience?
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Does your target audience prefer more on t henose content that relates directly to the
products/service you offer or do they prefer something else?
How (and how often) does your target audience consume and share this content?
Using this information you can create your own content that outperforms everyone across your
competitive landscape.

About Rival IQ
Rival IQ delivers digital marketing analytics with a competitive and comparative
context. Our goal is to equip you with a toolkit so you can uncover new opportunities,
identify trends, and track results across all major social channels and the web.
The insights in our reports help you set tangible benchmarks, make data-driven
marketing decisions, improve results, and better understand competitors.
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Interested in how Rival IQ can help you make
informed marketing decisions?
With Rival IQ, you can,
Understand Your Social Landscape
Track results across all social profiles, including engagement, influencers, social bios, and
sentiment—for you and your competitors.

Gain Competitive Insight
Conduct competitive analysis in minutes. Monitor your industry, create benchmarks, and
evaluate competitor activity in time to respond before the market shifts direction.

Simplify Access to Data
Find comprehensive analytics for all major social channels and the web, both for your
company and your competitors--all from one source.

Get hands-on with Rival IQ via our free trial at
WWW.RIVALIQ.COM.
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